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Freshwater Management Support/Oppose

See page 6 of the Consultation Document.

I generally agree with the activity proposed for
Freshwater Management.

Please select one of the following:

Freshwater Management Comments

Please provide any comments.

Enforce regulations already in law and implement your proposals such as trial role of cultural
land management advisor (make that plural)

- eg water use historic consent reviews- strongly support and enforce laws if obviously the firms
are flaunting them

eg strictly enforce law so as to prevent eg the recent attempts at drilling deeper to get water for
bottling and exporting- enterprises must pay the actual costs

eg cows out of rivers- encourage those farmers already fencing off river sides- providing
inspections - extra finance eg restoring rivers quality - farmers unsustainable dairy farming and
water use

eg Consider each river individually and prioritising which - no point in giving water consents
upstream yet no consents downstream or vise versa
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eg our Heathcote gets dirtied by builing sites up the hill not protecting loes run off - as seen in
confluence of stream from Wetmorelenad and the Heathcote

eg encourage voluntary 0porganizations painting signs at street drains to show car wash waste
goes STRAIGHT into the river - they used to be so some 15- 20 years ago . Plus enforce using
inspectors

eg keep up the new regime of NOT cutting all the grass by city river so that slips caused .

Thank you for opportunity to contribute 
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